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Abstract. The aim of the study was to reveal how aging affects eye movements in visual tasks of varying complexity. Young healthy volunteers (17–30 years) and older healthy volunteers (50–75 years) took part in the study. The volunteers were asked to perform visually-guided and self-paced eye movements. According to our data, aging affects eye movements in simple visual tasks, which mainly involves bottom-up attention. On the contrary, we found no significant difference between the two age groups in more complicated tasks involving predominantly top-down control. We suggest that older individuals engage a more distributed neocortical network during complex tasks to maintain the same level of saccadic performance as in younger persons.
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Introduction

Are young and old people equally efficient in oculomotor task performance? This question remains open. The most common age-related changes in eye movement characteristics are the following: an increase in saccadic latencies, velocity alteration, saccadic hypometria, and an increase in the number of errors (Irving, Steinbach, Lillakas, Babu, & Hutchings, 2006; Litvinova et al., 2011). On the other hand, the effects of aging are not so definite in natural scenes eye-tracking (Dowiasch, Marx, Einhäuser, & Bremmer, 2015). The aim of our study was to reveal how aging affects eye movements in visual tasks of varying complexity. We suppose that oculomotor performance in different tasks depends upon the prevailing attention system (bottom-up or top-down). To verify this assumption, we used several tasks with different conditions of visual stimulation and various degrees of movement volition. The most reflexive saccadic eye movements take place in the classic ‘Gap’ visual stimulation paradigm. ‘Overlap’ conditions complicate saccadic preparation and execution and actively involve visual attention (Mayfrank, Mobashery, Kimmig,
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Furthermore, we introduced a self-paced saccade task to increase movements’ voluntariness (Abel & Fischer, 1986). Furthermore, we introduced a self-paced saccade task to increase movements’ voluntariness (Abel & Douglas, 2007). Eye movement characteristics allow the estimation of various levels and structures of oculomotor system contributions to saccadic performance (Munoz, Broughton, Goldring, & Armstrong, 1998; Litvinova et al., 2011). Moreover, the tasks were supposed to engage bottom-up and/or top-down processes to a different extent.

Method

Participants

Two groups of healthy volunteers took part in the study: a younger group (17 – 30 years, mean age 22 ± 3 (SD) years, n = 21) and an older group (50 – 75 years, mean age 63 ± 6 (SD) years, n = 20). The study conformed to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Bioethics Committee of M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State University. Every participant provided written informed consent before taking part in the study.

Procedure

Participants took part in two separate experimental sessions. In the first session, participants performed visually-guided saccades looking at red light-emitting diodes (LEDs). The target lights were located at 6.7° to the right and left, up and down from the central LED (0°). Participants were instructed to fix their gaze on the central LED and to look to an eccentric target as soon as it appeared. Duration of the central LED exposure varied from 700 ms to 1000 ms, while the duration of the eccentric LEDs exposure varied from 1000 ms to 1300 ms. Three visual stimulation paradigms were used (see Fig. 1):

- ’Gap’: the eccentric LED appeared 200 ms after the central LED was switched off;
- ’No delay’: the eccentric LED appeared immediately after the central LED was switched off; and
- ’Overlap’: the eccentric LED appeared 500 ms before the central LED was switched off.

There were 180–216 trials of each condition. Target location and stimulation paradigms were pseudorandomly interleaved throughout the session. Visually-guided saccades were recorded by electrooculography. The signal was filtered (0.1–60 Hz) and digitized at a rate of 512 Hz.

In the second session, participants performed self-paced saccades. The following sets of black dots (diameter 0.6°) were presented on the computer screen:

- 3 dots located on the horizontal axis;
- 3 dots located on the vertical axis;
- 3 dots located in the vertices of an imaginary triangle;
- 4 dots located in the vertices of an imaginary square; and
- 6 dots located in the vertices of an imaginary hexagon.

Each set was presented for 20 seconds. The distance between neighbor dots was 6.7°. Participants were instructed to shift their gaze from dot to dot as frequently as possible. The procedure was similar to that used by Litvinova and Bogdanov (in press). Fast digital camera (FastVideo 250V, ’NPO Astek’, Russia) was used for eye movement tracking. Eye position was digitized at a rate of 250 Hz. Further details of the equipment can be found in the references (Ermachenko, Ermachenko & Latanov, 2011; Anisimov, Fedorova & Latanov, 2014).

Data analysis. We analyzed the latencies of visually-guided saccades and the number of dots scanned in the self-paced saccade task. Statistical analysis was performed with Statistica 6.0 software. We used a nonparametric Mann–Whitney U–test, ANOVA Kruskal–Wallis analysis and Spearman’s rank correlation. The statistical significance threshold was set at p<.05. Nonparametric statistics were chosen due to deviations from normal distribution of the visually-guided saccadic latencies and the small sample size in the self-paced saccade task.

Results

The latencies of visually-guided saccades depended on age and the visual stimulation paradigm. Saccadic latencies (see Figure 1 and Table 1) in the ’Gap’ and ’No delay’ paradigms were longer in the older group in comparison with younger persons (Z=4.99, p<.001 and Z=11.94, p<.001 respectively, U–test). Meanwhile, there was no significant difference between the age groups in the more complicated ’Overlap’ paradigm (Z=0.54, p=0.590, U–test). Age affected eye movement latencies in ’Gap’ (H(1, N = 4494)=25.0, p<.001, ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis; R=0.074, p<.001, Spearman’s rank correlation) and ’No delay’ (H(1, N = 4854)=142.5, p<.001, ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis; R=0.171, p<.001, Spearman’s rank correlation) paradigms, but not in the ’Overlap’ paradigm (H(1, N = 4356)=0.3, p=0.558, ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis; R=0.008, p=0.590, Spearman’s rank correlation).

Self-paced saccade performance varied through the images presented (see Figure 2 and Table 2). Older persons scanned fewer dots in the tasks with three dots on the horizontal or vertical axis (Z=2.30, p=0.022, U–test; R=0.558, p=0.016, Spearman’s rank correlation and Z=2.12, p=0.034,
U–test; \( R = 0.516, p = .028 \), Spearman's rank correlation respectively). There was no significant difference between younger and older participants when they scanned the dots located in the vertices of the imaginary geometric figures.

#### Discussion

We manipulated the degree of voluntary control of eye movements, varying the number of stimuli and the way of their presentation. We assumed that bottom-up attention was more active in the 'simple' task with less voluntary movements, although we could not absolutely exclude the involvement of top-down processes. According to our data, oculomotor performance decreased in the older group in the simple tasks only. Saccadic latencies increased in the 'Gap' and 'No delay' paradigms, when the participants could see only one stimulus at a time. In this case, saccades were generated reflexively to a target, which appeared suddenly. We suppose that bottom-up attention was engaged to a greater extent in these tasks. We obtained similar results in the self-paced saccades task. Pronounced age-related changes were observed in the tasks with fewer stimuli.

The 'Overlap' paradigm requires activation of selective visual attention and involves the parietal and frontal cortices in saccade preparation (Mayfrank et al., 1986). In the 'Overlap' conditions, there was no difference in saccadic
latencies between younger and older persons. Moreover, the older participants were as efficient as younger ones when they scanned more complicated sets of dots perceived as geometric figures. We suppose that the parietal cortex was more involved in this kind of complex task.

Bottom-up and top-down processes depend on age (Açık, Sarwary, Schultzze-Kraft, Onat, & König, 2010). Presumably, top-down attention becomes more important with age, while bottom-up attention weakens during the lifespan. Apparently, functional reorganization in brain activity is associated with these changes. Previous fMRI studies of saccadic performance showed that older participants had increased cortical activation in parietal and frontal eye fields compared to younger ones (Nelles, de Greiff, Pscherer, & Esser, 2009). An age-related shift in activity from posterior to frontal brain regions was demonstrated in another study (Raemaekers, Vink, van den Heuvel, Kahn, & Ramsey, 2006). The observed increased activation pattern of older participants suggests a different strategy in advanced age for maintaining the same performance during the saccade task. There may be an additional recruitment within the frontoparietal network to support neuronal processing and maintain task performance despite degeneration of gray and white matter components (Nelles et al., 2009).

Conclusions

Our study showed that the effects of aging on oculomotor performance are revealed in simple visual tasks presumably engaging bottom-up attention. More complicated experimental conditions involve mostly top-down attention which could be accompanied by enhanced activity of the frontal and parietal cortices. We suggest that older individuals engage a more distributed neocortical network during complex tasks to maintain the same level of saccadic performance as in younger persons.
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Аннотация. Исследование посвящено возрастным изменениям параметров зрительно-вызванных и произвольных движений глаз в зависимости от сложности зрительной среды. Показано, что возрастные изменения параметров движений глаз в большей степени выражены в более простых условиях зрительной стимуляции, связанных с большим вовлечением процессов непроизвольного внимания. Напротив, с увеличением количества стимулов, одновременно присутствующих в зрительном поле, то есть в ситуации, требующей подключения произвольного внимания, различия в успешности выполнения задания между молодыми добровольцами и участниками старшего возраста нивелировались. Обсуждается активация системы произвольного внимания в старшем возрасте, сопровождающаяся более активным вовлечением корковых глазодвигательных полей в процесс подготовки и выполнения саккад, что, предположительно, позволяет компенсировать негативные возрастные изменения при выполнении сложных глазодвигательных заданий.
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